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The spectral overlap between stimulated emission (SE) and absorption from dark states (i.e. charges and triplets) especially in the

New concepts

near-infrared (NIR), represents one of the most eﬀective gain loss

The interplay between optical gain and absorption losses in conjugated
molecules, especially in the near-infrared (NIR) part of the spectrum,
represents a crucial issue to tackle for building up eﬃcient organic laser
devices operating in this region. This has important practical
implications, as there is a large demand for NIR organic emitters and
lasers owing to their applications in biomedical imaging, night vision
devices and telecommunications. Within this context, nanographenes
have been introduced as promising photonic materials in the last decade,
which display intense light emission in a wide spectral range with
relatively high environmental and photostability. However, also these
systems exhibit strong absorption losses in the NIR, which have been
attributed to a dark state with charge-transfer character. This has
hampered the attainment of NIR lasing emission at a low threshold in
nanographenes, and might represent an impediment to their eﬀective
application as gain materials in lasers. Here, we report on a novel
nanographene molecule, in which absorption losses are strongly
minimised. This allows achieving lasing action in the NIR from
solution-processed distributed feedback devices at a considerably lower
threshold (one order of magnitude) than previously reported NIR
emitting nanographenes.

channels in organic semiconductors. Recently, bottom-up synthesis of atomically precise graphene nanostructures, or nanographenes (NGs), has opened a new route for the development of
environmentally and chemically stable materials with optical gain
properties. However, also in this case, the interplay between gain
and absorption losses has hindered the attainment of eﬃcient
lasing action in the NIR. Here, we demonstrate that the introduction
of two fluoranthene imide groups to the NG core leads to a more
red-shifted emission than the precursor NG molecule (685 vs.
615 nm) and also with a larger Stokes shift (45 nm vs. 2 nm,
1026 cm1 vs. 53 cm1, respectively). Photophysical results indicate
that, besides the minimisation of ground state absorption losses,
such substitution permits to suppress the detrimental excited state
absorption in the NIR, which likely arises from a dark state with
charge-transfer character and triplets. This has enabled NIR lasing
(720 nm) from all-solution processed distributed feedback devices
with one order of magnitude lower thresholds than those of
previously reported NIR-emitting NGs. This study represents an

Introduction

advance in the field of NGs and, in general, organic semiconductor
photonics, towards the development of cheap and stable NIR
lasers.

The research of new p-conjugated organic semiconductors with
optical gain properties has been an extremely popular topic in
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the last two decades,1–4 with the aim of building-up efficient,
stable and low-cost laser devices operating from the visible to
the near-infrared (NIR) spectral region. In particular, there is a
large demand for NIR organic emitters and lasers,5,6 owing to their
applications in biomedical imaging,7 night vision devices and
telecommunications.8 Organic materials offer advantages in the
development of optical gain media due to wide tunability of their
optical features, notably stimulated emission (SE) cross section, by
means of chemical design,9,10 and a very high processability from
solution.11,12 On the other hand, progress in NIR lasing from
organic semiconductors is limited by two fundamental issues:
the fast internal conversion back to the ground state, accounted
for by the energy gap law,13 which requires high pumping rate to
reach population inversion; and the intra-gap absorption of the
charge transfer state and triplets that overlaps spectrally with the SE
band,14 reducing the gain bandwidth and hampering the occurrence of efficient lasing action. Lastly, photo-degradation under
intense laser pumping and instability against air and moisture
represent usually a weakness of organic materials.15
In the last decade, graphene nanostructures have been
proposed as eﬃcient organic semiconductors that lend themselves to applications in optoelectronics and photonics.16–23 In
particular, although graphene itself does not exhibit a bandgap, the quantum confinement of its wave function through the
structural patterning into graphene nanostructures, as occurs
in quasi-one-dimensional graphene nanoribbons24–27 and
quasi-zero-dimensional graphene quantum dots, or nanographenes (NGs),28–30 allows opening of a finite band-gap in its
electronic structure. Here, the greatest advantage of bottom-up
synthesis over top-down fabrication methods lies in the possibility to finely tailor the size, shape, and edge structures of such
graphene nanostructures, and, hence, to perform wavefunction
engineering that in turn allows controlling the photophysical
properties.25,31–34 For instance, it has been shown that NGs possessing zigzag edges have a small energy gap compatible with NIR
emission and/or an open-shell biradical character.35,36 However,
NGs with zigzag edges usually suffer from kinetic instabilities and
are subject to oxidation.37–40
To this end, we have recently proposed a NG with both armchair
and zigzag edges, namely dibenzo[hi,st]ovalene (DBOV), aﬀording a
small optical gap (1.93 eV), a highly intense red-emission,41,42 and
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) at 695 nm with remarkable
operational stability.43 More recently, novel NGs with four zigzag
edges (FZ1-3 derivatives) have shown strong ASE and lasing action
from all-solution processed distributed feedback (DFB) devices in a
wide spectral range.20 However DBOV,44 as well as the larger FZ
compound (FZ3),45,46 exhibits a strong excited state absorption in
the NIR that reduces considerably the optical gain in such a region.
We have recently observed that this absorption is enhanced in the
solid state,43 while it is also present in dilute solution and films.44,47
We thus attributed this to an intermolecular dark state with likely
charge transfer (CT) character, which can be a precursor of free
charges or triplets, similar to what has been found in
dipentacene.48,49 Further detailed experimental and computational
studies are needed to elucidate the nature of such a state. For
instance, this can have topological origin, for instance connected to
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the edge-states.50 Furthermore, given that the CT would be stabilised in supramolecular aggregates (i.e. dimers and trimers47) also in
dilute solution due to the strong tendency for these systems to
undergo p-stacking, the minimisation of the aggregation behaviour
of NGs, for instance via the judicious introduction of bulky substituents, is an important route to be explored for suppressing such
an interplay. In any case, although this spectral overlap can be
favourably exploited to achieve ultrafast optical switching,47 it
represents a serious limitation for the attainment of eﬃcient NIR
NG-based lasers.
Here, we show that the attachment of fluoranthene imide
(FAI) side moieties to the DBOV core makes it possible to shift
the emission towards the NIR and, interestingly, to limit the
occurrence of such detrimental absorption. These advantageous features allow achieving ASE and lasing action at
712–720 nm from solution-processed DFB devices at a considerably lower threshold (one order of magnitude) than previously reported NIR emitting NGs (down to 50 mJ cm2). We
preliminary attribute such an effect to the minimisation of the
aggregation tendency in this molecule owing to the bulky
substituents, and to wavefunction delocalization into the FAI
side groups, which would permit synergistically to circumvent
the formation of CT states linked to the NG core and/or to edge
states.50

Results and discussion
Synthesis of DBOV-FAI
As shown in Fig. 1a, DBOV-FAI was synthesized by one-step Suzuki–
Miyaura coupling of 3,11-dibromo-6,14-dimesityldibenzo[hi,st]ovalene (1)51 with fluoranthene diimide (FAI)-pinacol borate ester 2
in 50% yield. The 1H NMR spectrum of DBOV-FAI showed sharp
and well-resolved peaks, which could be assigned with the
assistance of 2D NMR (Fig. 1b). The high-resolution MALDI-TOF
MS spectrum exhibited one intense peak with m/z of 1442.6043, in
good agreement with the calculated value of 1442.5956 (Fig. 1c).
Furthermore, the experimental isotopic distribution pattern
(black) was consistent with the calculated spectrum based on
the chemical composition of C106H78N2O4 (red), indicating the
successful preparation of DBOV-FAI. Additional 1H and 13C NMR
spectra are reported in Fig. S1 and S2 (ESI†).

Optical properties and DFT calculations
The absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of DBOVFAI are shown in Fig. 2a. To properly analyse the eﬀect of the
FAI substituents, spectra for FAI and for the mesityl-substituted
DBOV molecule (DBOV-Mes) have also been included in the
figure. DBOV-Mes exhibits mirroring absorption/PL spectra
peaked at 613–615 nm with minimal Stokes shift (2 nm,
53 cm1) owing to its rigid structure. In the new DBOV-FAI
molecule the introduction of the FAI substituent, featuring
absorption in the UV range and a large Stokes-shifted PL, leads
to new absorption bands at 388 nm and 638 nm and to PL lying
at 685 nm with the absolute PL quantum yield (PLQY) of 75%
and fluorescence lifetime of 6.1 ns (Fig. S5, ESI†). Both
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Fig. 1 (a) Synthetic route towards DBOV-FAI; (b) aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectrum of DBOV-FAI in C2D2Cl4 : CS2 = 2 : 1 (500 MHz, 303 K);
(c) high-resolution MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of DBOV-FAI (inset shows comparison of the experimental isotopic distribution pattern with the simulated
pattern for C106H78N2O4).

absorption and PL lineshapes are less resolved in DBOV-FAI, due to
spectral broadening. The energy levels and the frontier molecular
orbital profile computed via a DFT method are displayed in Fig. 2b
and c (see the ESI† for full details on DFT calculations and Fig. S6
for the calculated spectra). In DBOV-FAI, we see that while the
HOMO orbital is totally localized in the DBOV unit, the LUMO
partially extends to the FAI substituent. Conversely, the higher lying
LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 states are localized in the FAI unit only. This
suggests a substantial modification of the low-lying electronic
structure compared to the DBOV core alone. Finally, in LUMO+3
the electron density lies in the DBOV unit, leading to a strong
oscillator strength for the HOMO–LUMO+3 transition (Fig. 2a and
Fig. S7, ESI†). Functionalizing the DBOV core with the side units
offers a handle to carry out dynamic wavefunction engineering. The
excited state wavefunctions in DBOV-FAI are indeed spread on
the full molecular structure, but the delocalization is governed by
the dihedral angle between the core and the side-groups. These
introduce a distortion of the geometry and a consequent broad
distribution of conformers. The former can be linked to the
enlarged Stokes shift, while the latter is responsible for the observed
inhomogeneous broadening in the DBOV-FAI spectrum. However,
we will show that transition to the excited state changes dramatically
the electron delocalization and affects the molecular geometry
through electron-torsional coupling. In this way, we managed to
further extend the emission to the NIR (35% of the total PL above
700 nm) and increase the Stokes shift to 45 nm (1026 cm1) for the
NG system.
Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy
To gain insights into the photophysics of the novel DBOV-FAI
system, we carried out ultrafast transient absorption (TA)
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spectroscopy in the ps–ns time regime on both DBOV-FAI and
on the NG unit alone (DBOV-Mes) in diluted solution
(0.02 mg mL1 in toluene). To highlight the difference in the
excited states absorption of DBOV-Mes and DBOV-FAI, we
pumped the higher lying states (390 nm) that usually lead to
stronger NIR absorption in zigzag-edged NGs47 than pumping
in resonance.44 In a transient absorption experiment, an energetic pump pulse is absorbed by the sample permitting to
populate the excited states, while a delayed, weaker and broadband probe pulse monitors the excited state absorption spectra
and dynamics. At wavelengths coinciding with ground state
absorption, the transmission of the probe will be enhanced due
to the pump-induced ground state depletion (DT/T 4 0), and
the corresponding positive signal is called photobleaching (PB).
Conversely, the probe will be attenuated by the excited state
absorption events (DT/T o 0), and the relative negative signal is
called excited state absorption (ESA). Finally, when the probe
stimulates the emission of photons from the excited state this
is also perceived as an increase of transmission (DT/T 4 0), and
the positive signal is called stimulated emission (SE).
In Fig. 3a, we present the TA spectral evolution for
DBOV-Mes in the 0.3 ps–1 ns range. At short pump–probe time
delays, gain in the spectral region (615–700 nm) is fully overwhelmed by an ESA that extends further to the NIR (till the limit
of our probed region, 750 nm). The positive SE signals from
0 0 - 0 and 0 0 - 1 transitions, at 615 nm (convoluted with PB)
and 663 nm respectively, become visible for pump–probe delay
times longer than 0.6 ps (Fig. 3b). This overlapping ESA substantially coincides with the spectrum reported earlier and
obtained via pump-push-probe experiments in DBOV (Fig. S9,
ESI†).47 In such an experiment, a second excitation pulse (push)
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Fig. 2 (a) Absorption (expressed as molar absorption coeﬃcient) and photoluminescence spectra of FAI (compound 2 in Fig. 1a), DBOV-FAI and DBOVMes recorded in toluene at 105 M (b). For obtaining the photoluminescence spectra, the molecules were excited at 321 nm, 525 nm and 519 nm for FAI,
DBOV-FAI and DBOV-Mes, respectively. (b) Energy levels of the three molecules calculated by means of the DFT method. (c) HOMO–LUMO distribution
of DBOV-FAI based on DFT calculations.

induces quenching of the SE by shifting the population to a
state that absorbs in the same spectral region of SE. Thus,
based on past literature on zigzag-edged NGs32,33,43–45 and
analogous long acene (i.e. pentacene49,52,53) molecules, also
here ESA can be assigned to a CT dark state.54 The TA dynamics
presented in Fig. 3b highlight the ultrafast quenching of the SE
signal (Fig. 3b inset), and the subsequent partial recovery of the
signal that decays following virtually the same trend of the PB
(mono-exponential decay with estimated decay time = 2.6 ns).
The ultrafast recovery of the SE signal, which occurs within
0.5 ps, can be explained by the very short lifetime of the CT
state, as expected in a diluted solution. Transient spectra clearly
show that there is also a long-lived ESA that does not directly
overlap with SE (700–750 nm). We preliminary assign this
transition to absorption from singlet excited states.
With regards to DBOV-FAI transient absorption spectra
(Fig. 3c), we note a broad positive feature extending from
570 nm to 770 nm, which can be related to the convolution
of PB and SE. In this case, interestingly, we cannot observe any
appreciable negative signal competing with gain. However,
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SE at 680–720 nm grows in time, while the main PB peak at
640 nm is reduced. The dynamical traces reported in Fig. 3c
show a clear relation between the PB and SE signal, with the
former decaying with time-constant of B10 ps and the latter
growing with the same dynamics (see Fig. 3c inset). Such a
dynamics, which is absent in DBOV-Mes, can be assigned to the
conformational rearrangement occurring in the lowest excited
state to reach a planar, fully conjugated geometry.55 This
process is associated with narrowing of the optical gap due to
the enhanced delocalization promoted by the planarization. PB
has two contributions, namely ground state depletion and
excited state stimulated emission. The latter is reduced by the
gap renormalization, explaining the loss in PB. We note that
when pumping at the edge (640 nm, Fig. S10, ESI†) we see
qualitatively the same decay-rise behaviour, but with a shorter
characteristic time (3 ps time constant). This may be explained
by the different population initially prepared by the excitation:
by pumping at the edge most of the excited molecules are close
to a planar configuration, while by pumping at high energy a
much broader distribution of conformers could be initially
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Fig. 3 (a) Transient absorption spectra (excitation 390 nm) of DBOV-Mes from 0.3 ps to 1 ns. (b) Transient absorption dynamics at 610 nm
(photobleaching signal, PB) and 670 nm (stimulated emission, SE). The inset shows the dynamics at early pump–probe delay time (0–2 ps) highlighting
the substantial negative DT/T with FWHM of 0.5 ps in the SE signal that can be related to direct generation of CT states, whose absorption quenches the
SE signal. (c) Transient absorption spectra of DBOV-FAI from 0.3 ps to 1 ns. (d) Transient absorption dynamics at 650 nm (PB) and 710 nm (SE). In this case,
the SE is not appreciably quenched by CT state absorption. The inset shows the dynamics till 2 ps. The concentration of both molecules was
0.02 mg mL1 in toluene. Dashed black and red lines represent the ground state absorption and photoluminescence spectra, respectively.

populated, due to the reduced dispersion of the states well above the
gap. Starting from a distorted geometry the planarization time
becomes longer, introducing a distribution of planarization time
constants that accounts for the apparently slower kinetics. To verify
this scenario, we calculated the transition energies and HOMO
positions as a function of the dihedral angle, noticing that the
vertical transition explores essentially distorted states (dihedral
angle close to 901, see Fig. S8 in the DFT section of the ESI†).
Furthermore, the TA data taken in a polystyrene (PS) matrix (1 wt%)
show indeed a longer rise and decay of all spectral components,
while the PB-SE spectral migration due to the conformational
relaxation is less evident, due to the freezing of the conformer
population in the rigid matrix (Fig. S11, ESI†). Interestingly, we see
that in DBOV-FAI the CT absorption state that competes with SE is
largely suppressed. This is an important consequence of the new
electronic structure and relaxation in the configurational space.
Finally, we note that once formed, the planar excited state displays
longer lifetime after pumping at high energy. This might be due to
the presence of a large vibrational population caused by internal
conversion, possibly similar to the phonon bottleneck effect
observed in inorganic semiconductors.56
To investigate the possible presence of long-living photogenerated species, i.e. triplets, we also run a TA experiment in
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the ns–ms regime (Fig. S12, ESI†). Interestingly, in DBOV-Mes
we observe the rising (B20 ns) of two excited state absorption
peaks centred at 530 nm and 680 nm, with the latter strongly
overlapping with the stimulated emission peak. The long
growth of such a signal can be compatible with the formation
of triplets from Sn via intersystem crossing, as it has been
observed in analogous acenes, such as pentacene.57,58 This is in
fact an important quenching mechanism that can hamper the
achievement of long pulse excitation lasing.14 In this scenario,
the absorption peak in the NIR (750–850 nm) decays with the
same dynamics of the photobleaching, and can be indeed
attributed to absorption from singlet excited states, as it was
inferred from the ps–ns TA data. On the other hand, DBOV FAI
simply shows photobleaching peaks alongside the relative
excited state absorptions that decay uniformly with the same
decay time, while we cannot see any signature of triplet
absorption.
To summarize, in the ultrafast time regime (sub-ps), DBOVMes undergoes a quenching of the SE that we attribute preliminary to two eﬀects, one being intermolecular and one
intramolecular: (i) the CT would be likely stabilised in supramolecular aggregates (intermolecular donor–acceptor). The
presence of the FAI groups appended on the bay positions
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Fig. 4 (a) Depiction of the possible excited state processes in DBOV-Mes and DBOV-FAI. The energy levels of the two molecules were computed via the
DFT method, while the energetic position of the charge transfer state in DBOV-Mes has been arbitrarily positioned in the diagram based on previous
experiments on analogous molecules.43,44,47 (b) Pictorial representation in the configurational space of the planarization process of DBOV-FAI, which
arises from TA data. The vertical transition to the higher lying state explores essentially a distorted configuration, with a dihedral angle close to 901.
Radiative relaxation to the ground state occurs after planarization (optimised dihedral angle via DFT method is B381). TA spectroscopy strongly indicates
that the excited state relaxation in DBOV-FAI is dominated essentially by geometrical relaxations from Sn to S1. On the other hand, both the ultrafast
quenching likely due to the formation of CT excitons and intersystem crossing are suppressed in this molecule.

can prevent the intermolecular p–p aggregation and the formation of the CT state; (ii) the electron delocalisation brought
about by the substituents will possibly decrease the role of
charge transfer excitons connected to edge-states.50 In addition, the long-delay TA data suggest that the introduction of the
FAI substituents leads to the suppression of the intersystem
crossing pathway that occurs in DBOV-Mes. We speculate that
in DBOV-FAI the first singlet energy is lowered by virtue of the
electronic delocalisation brought about by the FAI groups (see
also the DFT calculations). On the other hand, the triplet energy
that does not depend strongly on the degree of delocalisation59
should be less affected by the substitution. This, in turn, would
render the spin flip process from S1 to the triplet state less
efficient. A pictorial representation of this photophysical scenario is reported in Fig. 4.
ASE and lasing action in DBOV-FAI
Next we characterized the ASE performance of DBOV-FAI under
nanosecond pulse excitation (and determined the net gain
coeﬃcient, gnet). For comparison purposes, experiments with
DBOV-Mes were also performed. Here, the NG compound was
dispersed in an optically inert PS matrix (1 wt%) to avoid
fluorescence self-quenching and deposited as a thin waveguide
film, following a procedure used in previous studies.43,44,47 All
ASE parameters are collected in Table S6 (ESI†). The DBOV-FAI
doped film displayed ASE (under pumping at 415 nm) at
lASE = 712 nm (Fig. 5a), above a threshold of 310 mJ cm2
(Fig. 5b), presenting a linewidth of 15 nm. Remarkably, this
threshold value is more than one order of magnitude lower
than that reported for the NIR emission of FZ3 NG
(lASE = 739 nm and Eth-ASE = 4400 mJ cm2). ASE measurements
with DBOV-FAI containing films were also performed under
excitation in resonance with the S0–S1 transition (at 644 nm),
observing a 2 nm redshift of the ASE peak, equal linewidth and
a similar threshold of 270 mJ cm2 (Fig. S13, ESI†). Complementarily, we determined the waveguide losses (a) and the net
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gain coefficient through a recently proposed method,60 which
allows us to simultaneously calculate gain and losses through
fits of the ASE and PL spectra. For excitation at either 415 nm or
644 nm, we found a similar gain-dependence on the pump
fluence behaviour (Fig. 5c) and losses (a B5 cm1, Fig. S14,
ESI†). These results are consistent with the similar ASE thresholds observed at both excitation wavelengths.
Distinct features of the ASE performance of DBOV-Mes, with
respect to that of DBOV-FAI, are its shorter emission wavelength (lASE = 670 nm) and smaller linewidth (4 nm) (see
Table S6, ESI†). Noticeably, the large ASE linewidth of DBOVFAI, which is presumably related to its large PL linewidth,
might be convenient for the purpose of fabricating eﬃcient
lasers in a wide spectral range. It should also be noted, that
DBOV-FAI is to date, the only NG that has shown ASE under
pumping at either higher-lying states or at optical gap. For
instance, DBOV-Mes has shown ASE under ns excitation,44 only
when pumping in resonance with its S0–S1 transition (613 nm,
Fig. 2a, Fig. S15 and S16, ESI†).
With regards to the photostability of the materials under the
intense excitation to obtain ASE, it is characterized through the
so-called ASE half-life parameter (t1/2), defined as the number
of pulses needed for the output intensity to reach half of its
initial value. The experiments were conducted under continuous excitation (3.7 ns pulse duration at lpump = 415 nm; and
4.6 ns at 644 nm, 10 Hz repetition rate) with an intensity
around 4 times above the ASE threshold, in air and without
any encapsulation. DBOV-FAI showed an excellent performance, at either 415 nm or 644 nm excitation, showing t1/2
values of 1.3  105 pulses and 3.5  105 pulses, respectively
(Fig. S17, ESI†). Under similar pumping conditions
(lpump = 613 nm, 4.5 ns and 10 Hz), DBOV-Mes presents a
better photostability performance (t1/2 = 6.6  105 pulses) and,
for FZ3, a shorter value was determined (t1/2 = 1.5  105 pulses)
though it was measured under a significantly more intense
pump (668 nm, 4.6 ns, 10 Hz, 6000 mJ cm2).20 In order to
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Fig. 5 (a) PL spectra vs. excitation fluence for DBOV-FAI:polystyrene film (1 wt%) under 415 nm excitation, showing ASE action above 310 mJ cm2.
(b) Output intensity (Iout, black open squares) and linewidth, defined as full width at half maximum (FWHM, red solid circles), as functions of excitation
energy density (Epump). (c) Net gain (gnet) at ASE wavelength versus Epump with the excitation at 415 nm (black squares) and 644 nm (red circles). Lines in
(b) and (c) are guides to the eye. Design and properties of the distributed feedback (DFB) laser based on polystyrene:DBOV-FAI (1 wt%) thin films.
(d) Device scheme, including a top-layer resonator which consists of a relief grating (L, grating period; d, grating depth) over the active film (h, film
thickness). (e) Emission spectra for a DBOV-FAI laser under 415 nm excitation. Each mode is associated to a given waveguide mode (TM0 or TE0). The
inset shows an image of the laser emission. (f) Output intensity (Iout, left axis, open squares) and linewidth defined as the full width at half maximum
(FWHM, right axis, full circles) as functions of pump energy density for TM0 (red) and TE0 (black) laser modes of the device under 415 nm excitation,
showing laser thresholds of 250 mJ cm2 and 60 mJ cm2, respectively. Lines are guides to the eye.

establish a suitable comparison, we can estimate the total
energy density deposited in the sample after the exposition to
this number of pump pulses (E1/2) by determining the portion
of energy absorbed for each pulse and multiplying by t1/2. For
DVOB-FAI, values of E1/2 = 2 and 5 kJ cm2 are estimated for the
415 and 644 nm excitations, meanwhile E1/2 = 15 and 30 kJ cm2 are
determined for DBOV-Mes and FZ3, respectively.
Note that these results have been obtained for the NGs
dispersed in PS, i.e. an inert matrix. For the prospect of
electrical pumping, electroactive matrixes should be used
instead. For example, 4,4 0 -bis(N-carbazikyl)-1,1 0 -biphenyl has
been used in the literature for LEDs and in some cases for
electrically-pumped organic lasers.6,61 In this regard, further
studies with DBOOV-FAI doped into electroactive matrixes are
of great interest and will be the subject of future investigations.
Finally, we demonstrate the relevance of DBOV-FAI for
practical applications by manufacturing all-solution processed
DFB lasers (Fig. 5d), by following the procedure adopted in
previous studies.20,62–64 The DFB resonators are made of a
water-soluble dichromated gelatine (DCG) layer, with a relief
grating engraved by holographic lithography (HL), deposited on
top of the DBOV-FAI:PS film, full details about DFB fabrication
are given in the ESI† section. This top-layer architecture
presents several advantages with respect to other DFB configurations, e.g. constant thickness of the active film, on-a-chip
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multi-colour emission62 and preservation of the active film. The
grating periods were chosen to obtain devices operating in the
second-order of diffraction (m = 2) of the Bragg condition
(eqn (1)):15,65
mlBragg = 2neﬀL

(1)

where neﬀ is the eﬀective refractive index of the waveguide and
L is the grating period. These devices present an emission
perpendicular to their surface and at a wavelength (lDFB) close
to lBragg. Coupled mode theory predicts that for pure index
gratings (gain layer of constant thickness and resonator in a
separated layer), and considering a given waveguide mode, a
photonic band gap appears centred at lBragg, and lasing can
occur at both edges of the dip. However, the presence of
radiation losses usually precludes the emission from the
shorter wavelength edge66 and single-mode emission is
observed from the longer wavelength edge of the dip.
DFB devices based on DBOV-FAI:PS films show two very
narrow peaks (linewidth o 1.3 nm, limited by instrumental
spectral resolution; Fig. 5e and Table S7, ESI†) under 415 nm
excitation. These peaks correspond to two laser modes that can
be associated with the two propagating modes of the waveguide, i.e. TM0 and TE0. The peak whose light is polarized
parallel to the grating lines corresponds to the TE0 waveguide
mode, while the peak whose light is polarized perpendicularly
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to the grating lines, is associated with the TM0 waveguide
mode. This assignment can be corroborated through calculations of the neﬀ for each waveguide mode (e.g. with a mode
solver software program67) and its corresponding lBragg (eqn (1)).
The inset in Fig. 5e shows an image of the light emitted by
the device. The divergence of the laser beam in the direction
perpendicular to the grating lines is diﬀraction limited
(yd = 0.9  103 rad), which is a consequence of its great spatial
coherence. Remarkably, laser emission occurs in the NIR at
very low thresholds: the two laser modes appear at 716.3 nm
(TM0) and 720.3 nm (TE0), displaying lasing thresholds of
250 mJ cm2 and 50 mJ cm2, respectively, under 415 nm
excitation (Fig. 5f). In line with the ASE results, these threshold
values are more than one order of magnitude lower than those
previously reported for DFB lasers based on the four-zigzag
edged nanographene FZ3, which presented two laser modes at
739.5 nm and 744.5 nm (TM0 and TE0 modes, respectively).45
There have been reports of NIR organic lasers based on
molecular aggregates, single crystals and nanowires, whose
thresholds are lower, but with more complex device
architectures.5 Note that the low-threshold values reported here
have been obtained under nanosecond excitation, while usually
low-threshold values reported in the literature are obtained
under picosecond or even femtosecond excitation. This is an
important aspect to take into account for applications. Complementarily, we manufactured a second DBOV-FAI based DFB
with a slightly diﬀerent grating period (device 2, see Table S7,
ESI†). This device showed a similar performance, in terms of
threshold, to that previously described and showed emission at
711.9 nm and 716.6 nm, for TM0 and TE0 modes, respectively.
All the relevant information can be found in Fig. S18 and S20
and Table S7 (ESI†).
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preliminarily attribute to the delocalisation of the electronic
wavefunction in the substituents and suppression of the intermolecular CT excitons, due to the minimisation of the tendency
of DBOV-FAI to undergo p-stacking. The large Stokes shift, as
well as the reduction of the excited state absorption in the gain
region, have allowed achieving ASE and DFB lasing in the NIR
at a relatively low pumping threshold. These findings are
important for further progress in two relevant aspects: (i) the
attainment of NIR lasing with stable NGs, which can be
appealing for the development of cheap laser sources useful
in telecommunications, night vision and bio-applications; (ii)
the spectral disentanglement between optical gain and absorption from dark charged states and triplets, which can open
fascinating opportunities in the context of the development of
continuous wave- and electrically-pumped organic diode lasers.
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